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Abstract
We show by counterexample that one of the main results in the paper “The Steiner number of
a graph” by Chartrand and Zhang (Disc. Math. 242 (2002) 41–54) does not hold. To be more
precise, we prove both that not every Steiner set is a geodetic set and that there are connected
graphs whose Steiner number is strictly lower than its geodetic number.
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1. Introduction
For the sake of clarity we start with some de>nitions and notations (see [3]). The
distance d(u; v) between two vertices u and v in a connected graph G is the length of
a shortest u–v path in G. A u–v path of length d(u; v) is called a u–v geodesic and
the so-called closed interval I [u; v] consists of u and v together with all vertices lying
on some u–v geodesic. For S ⊂ V (G), I [S] denotes the union of all closed intervals
with u; v∈ S, and it is usually called the (geodetic) closure of S. A set of vertices
S ⊂ V (G) is called geodetic if I [S] = V (G). The geodetic number g(G) of a graph
G is de>ned as the minimum cardinality of a geodetic set (see [1,3]). Although it has
been shown that determining the geodetic number of a graph is an NP-hard problem,
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Table 1
Geodetic and Steiner number of some classes of graphs
G Pn C2l C2l+1 Tn Kn Kp;q (26p6 q) W1;p (p¿ 4) Qn
g(G) 2 2 3 #leafs n min{4; p} p2  2
s(G) 2 2 3 #leafs n p p− 2 2
it is rather simple to obtain this parameter for a wide range of classes of graphs as
paths, cycles, trees, (bipartite) complete graphs, wheels and cubes (see Table 1).
For a nonempty set W of vertices in a connected graph G, the Steiner distance
d(W ) of W is the minimum edge number of a connected subgraph of G containing
W . Clearly, each such subgraph is a tree and is called a Steiner tree with respect to
W or simply a Steiner W-tree . For W ⊂ V (G); S(W ) denotes the set of all vertices
that lie on some Steiner W -tree. If S(W )=V (G), then W is called a Steiner set for G.
The Steiner number s(G) of a graph G is de>ned as the minimum cardinality among
the Steiner sets of G (see [2]).
2. Not every Steiner set is geodetic
If we take a look at Table 1, in all of the studied cases, the inequality g(G)6 s(G)
holds. Starting from this point and going one step further, the authors of [2] ‘proved’
that every Steiner set in a connected graph is a geodetic set [2, Theorem 3.2]. As a
consequence, they immediately derived that the inequality g(G)6 s(G) always holds
[2, Corollary 3.3].
At this point, let us include the “proof” of the above mentioned theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let W be a Steiner set of a connected graph G. Assume that
W is not geodetic. Then there exists a vertex v of G such that v ∈ I [W ]. Thus, v ∈ W
and v does not lie on any x–y geodesic for all x; y∈W . Since W is a Steiner set of G,
there exists a Steiner W -tree T such that v∈V (T ). Certainly, v is not an end-vertex
of T . Let x; y∈V (T ) ∩ W such that (1) v lies on an x–y path P in T and (2) P
contains no vertices of W − {x; y}. Then P is not an x–y geodesic in G. Let P′ be
an x–y geodesic in G. So P′ contains fewer vertices than P. Let H be the subgraph
of G obtained from T by replacing P by P′. Certainly, H is a connected subgraph
of G. Since P contains no vertices of W − {x; y}, it follows that W ⊂ V (H) and H
contains fewer vertices than T . If H is a tree, then T is not a Steiner W -tree, which
is a contradiction. Otherwise, let T ′ be a spanning tree of H . Thus V (T ′)=V (H) and
so W ⊂ V (T ′). Since T ′ contains fewer vertices than T , it follows that T is not a
Steiner W -tree, which is a contradiction.
It is not diLcult to realize that the italic sentence in the above “proof” is not
(necessarily) true. For example, if we consider the graph G of Fig. 1, the set W =
{x1; x4; x11} is a Steiner set for this graph, since there are seven Steiner W -trees, each
of them of size 5, and every vertex of G lies on at least one of these trees. So, if we
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Fig. 1. W = {x1; x4; x11} is a Steiner set for the graph G and T is one Steiner W -tree.
analyze the previous proof by taking the Steiner set W = {x1; x4; x11}, and as vertex v
we select x10, then the (unique) Steiner W -tree containing this vertex is the subgraph
of G induced by {x1; x6; x5; x10; x11; x4} (see Fig. 1, center). If as path P we take those
induced by {x11; x10; x5; x4}, then the graph H , obtained from T by replacing P by the
geodesic P′ : x11x9x4, is certainly not connected (see Fig. 1, right). Observe that the
vertex x10 does not belong to any geodesic joining vertices in W , and this is the reason
why we have chosen this vertex. Furthermore, this means that W is a Steiner set for
G that is not a geodetic set.
Since the statement of Theorem 3.2 is false, we do not know whether the inequality
g(G)6 s(G) is true for every connected graph or not. To approach this question, let us
again consider the graph of Fig. 1. On one hand, we know that s(G)=3 since, we have
found a Steiner set of cardinality 3, and clearly for any set W with 2 vertices, S(W ) (
V (G). On the other hand, in order to compute g(G), let us take the set  = {x1; x9}.
Certainly, the diameter of G is D = 4 and the vertices of  are antipodal, that is,
d(x1; x9) = D = 4. Is also clear that there are 4 x1–x9 geodesics, namely: x1x6x5x4x9,
x1x6x7x11x9, x1x2x3x4x9 and x1x2x8x11x9. So, we have shown that I []=V (G)−x10 and
hence that  is not a geodetic set of G. Similarly, we can see that any other set of
cardinality 2 is not geodetic. As a consequence, we have proved that g(G) = 3, since
obviously I [x1; x9; x10] = V (G).
This example seems to point out that the inequality g(G)6 s(G) is satis>ed by every
graph. To prove that this is not true it suLces to add, in a proper way, an edge to
the graph G of Fig. 1. Let us consider the graph G′ = G + x3x9 of Fig. 2. It is easy
to see that the set W = {x1; x4; x11} is a Steiner set for the graph G′ too. But in this
case, none of the sets of vertices of cardinality 3 are geodetic.
Proposition 2.1. The geodetic number of the graph G′ (see Fig. 2) is g(G′) = 4.
Proof. Take any set of vertices of cardinality 3, W = {a; b; c} ⊂ V (G′). Certainly, a
vertex v belongs to I [W ] if and only if the following statement is satis>ed:
v∈ I [W ]⇔ d(a; b) = d(a; v) + d(v; b) or
d(a; c) = d(a; v) + d(v; c) or
d(b; c) = d(b; v) + d(v; c):
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Fig. 2. Graph G′ with 11 vertices satisfying s(G′) = 3 and g(G′) = 4.
Table 2
Distance matrix of the graph G′
d(i; j) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 0 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 3 3 3
2 1 0 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 2
3 2 1 0 1 2 3 3 2 1 3 2
4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 3 1 2 2
5 2 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 2 1 2
6 1 2 3 2 1 0 1 3 3 2 2
7 2 3 3 3 2 1 0 2 2 2 1
8 2 1 2 3 3 3 2 0 2 2 1
9 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 0 2 1
10 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 1
11 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0
This fact allows us to design a very simple algorithm to decide whether a set W =
{a; b; c} ⊂ V (G′) satisfying I [W ]=V (′) exists, only by considering the distance matrix
of the graph G′ (see Table 2).
The answer is that no such a vertex set exists. As a matter of example, if we take
the set W = {x1; x4; x11}, then we obtain that I [W ] = V (G′)− x10.
To >nalize, from the previous example we immediately derive that ={x1; x4; x10; x11}
is a minimum geodetic set. That is, g(G′) = 4¿ 3 = s(G′).
We would like to conclude this note by pointing out that one important question that
remains unanswered is whether there is some general relationship between geodetic and
Steiner numbers. If not, it might be interesting to >nd out under which conditions (or
constraints) the inequality g(G) ≤ s(G) [resp. g(G)¿ s(G)] holds.
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